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EXPERIENCE Japan

Greater comfort and relaxation
The reborn cabin is more relaxing than ever with a generous 38-inch (approx. 97cm) seat pitch

The finest Japanese hospitality

for your comfort. Colors are minimal, but fabrics richly vary and exude Japanese character in every detail.
Enjoy movies and music at your convenience on the world’s largest touch-panel personal monitor (15.6 inches)
in Premium Economy Class. A leg rest, footrest, universal power supply and USB port are also provided.

Through ANA ingenuity we upgraded everything to give passengers the comfort they seek.
From takeoff to landing, enjoy the best of Japanese hospitality.

SEAT CUSHION

Five-star hotel luxury

Feel right at home

From the moment you close the door,

Once you close the door, 'THE Room' is all yours.

this relaxing space feels like a private suite at a five-star hotel.

Enjoy the comfort of home without anyone disturbing you until just before landing.

Its exclusive feature-rich comfort is reserved for a maximum of eight special guests.

Each private space provides convenient aisle access,

Experience ultimate relaxation beyond compare.

a comfortable seat of world-class width and a door for relaxing privacy.

Nishikawa-ANA luxury

LAYOUT

CONSOLE

NEW LAYOUT

Greater sleeping comfort

WIDE SEAT
◎Class leading 15.6-inch touch panel personal monitor ◎Large table that swivels 90 degrees
◎Leg and foot rests, 6-way adjustable headrest ◎Stowage space for cell phones and other small items
◎PC power supply and USB port

The seat incorporates special urethane cushioning
co-developed with Nishikawa Co., Ltd. to raise sitting and
sleeping comfort while evenly dispersing body weight for
ideal sleeping posture.

Slimmer, lighter, more comfortable seats
The seats are spacious and comfortable with a larger 34-inch (approx. 86 cm) seat pitch. Colors are minimal,
but fabrics richly vary and exude Japanese character in every detail. The world’s largest Economy Class touch-panel
personal monitor (13.3 inches) lets you enjoy movies, music and tablet-like operation. Other conveniences

ENTRANCE

BAR COUNTER

Warm greetings

Monitor-equipped bar counter for your pleasure

Your enjoyment begins the moment you step aboard. Warm greetings
and a specially designed entrance lift your spirits at the start of your
journey.

A monitor-equipped bar counter in Business Class features a
refrigerator with wines and other drinks you can freely enjoy whenever
you're in the mood.

IN-FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

OTHER

Optimized for your entertainment

Universal power supply and USB port

Recline your seat and adjust the lighting via monitor touch screen to
fully enjoy 4K resolution video entertainment in First Class and
Business Class. As in all classes, takeoffs and landings are displayed live
from outboard cameras and the inflight service schedule can be
checked any time after takeoff.

All passengers in all classes can power their portable devices (laptops,
tablets, etc.) and not worry about their batteries running out.

include a 6-way adjustable headrest, universal power supply and USB port.

Ultimate relaxation for eight

A roomy and innovative private space

New layout with direct aisle access

The world's widest Business Class seat

The best area in the front of the cabin is reserved for eight
special guests. Partitions between the center seats can be
lowered to create private twin rooms for sharing travel
pleasure with a companion.
The experience is so relaxing you’ll forget you’re in the sky.

Dine, relax and sleep in comfort. The seat is ANA’s largest, with a refined texture. Every
detail is thoughtfully designed, from fabrics and colors to convenient console and
lighting.

All Business Class seats are wide with a door that
provides direct aisle access. By alternating between
forward- and rear-facing rows, the new layout
provides the largest, most comfortable Business
Class private space of any airline.

ANA took advantage of the Boeing 777-300ER’s wide body to provide a seat nearly
twice the width of its previous Business Class seats. Each private space provides a door,
and the partition between center seats can be lowered for space sharing by families
and couples.

MONITOR

43-inch 4K monitor
We’re the first airline in the world to provide passengers with a
personal 43-inch 4K monitor. Enjoy super high-definition 4K content,
as well as a USB power port and universal power supply for PCs.
Note: 4K broadcasts will gradually become available.

LIGHTING

Practical premium lighting
Panasonic's Premium Seat Lighting makes the
space cozy for dining, reading and more. It also
provides refreshing morning wakeups.

MONITOR

24-inch 4K monitor
We’re the first airline in the world to provide passengers with a
personal 24-inch 4K monitor. Enjoy super high-definition 4K content,
as well as a USB power port and universal power supply for PCs.
Note: 4K broadcasts will gradually become available.

LIGHTING

Soft lighting in a relaxing space
You can finely adjust the color and position of
the light for dining, reading or sleeping to
recreate the comfort of home. A setting is also
provided for a refreshing morning wakeup.

◎34-inch(approx. 86cm) seat pitch ◎13.3-inch touch-panel personal monitor (world’s largest in Economy Class) (11.6 inches in front row)
◎6-way adjustable headrest ◎Universal power supply and USB port

